




OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1991 QUARTERLY REPORT
Scientific Observation Hole (SOH) Program
Geothermal Resource Permit: GRP 89-1
Lilewa, Kapoho, and Halekamahina, Hawaii
TMK: 1-2-10:01; 1-4-01:02; and 1-4-02:32







The County of Hawaii Planning Commission approved, on
August 8, 1989, a geothermal resource permit application
(GRP 89-1) to drill Scientific Observation Holes (SOHs) in the
Kilauea Middle and Lower East Rift Zone. This document presents
a quarterly report, as required in Condition 11:
"The petitioner shall submit five (5) copies of a status
report to the Planning Department on a quarterly basis (by
the first day of January, April, July, and October of each
year), or, within 30 days of the completion of any SOH. The







A detailed description of the work undertaken during
the current reporting period including drilling
activity report;
A description of the work being proposed over the next
reporting period;
The results of the environmental/noise monitoring
activities;
d. A log of the complaints received and the responses
thereto;
e. The current status of exploration activities in the
context of long-range program goals; and
f. Any other information that the Planning Department may
require which will address environmental and regulatory
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concerns involving the requirements of the Geothermal
Resources Permit.
g. This condition shall remain in effect until all of the
conditions of approval have been complied with, then
after which these reports shall be every six (6) months
for the duration of the project.
h. These reports shall include a financial accounting of
the resources expended by the project."
i:-
III. BACKGROUND
The SOHs are for scientific observation purposes only. As
designated, four holes are planned to be drilled along the
Kilauea East Rift Zone on the Big Island of Hawaii. Three of the
Big Island holes (SOHs 1, 2, and 4) are on agriculture land and
have been permitted by the County of Hawaii Planning commission.
The fourth hole, designated SOH-3, is on conservation land. SOH
activities under Conservation District Use Permit (HA 12/20/85 -
1830) issued to the Estate of James Campbell have been approved.
SOH-3 will not be drilled during this phase of activities.
Drilling is complete. The Tonto rig and equipment has been
shipped back to the mainland and all drilling activity for this
phase of the SOH program has been terminated.
IV. SOH-1 SITE
Description of Current Work
Sump material was buried on site December 12, 1991, with
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additional cinder material being added to reclaim the area to its
original contour. The site will be graded and revegetated as
soon as the sump material completely dries and can be worked.
Description of Proposed Work
The installation of downhole monitoring tUbing and
instruments is tentatively scheduled for the end of January - the
first of February. The monitoring of subsurface reservoir
conditions will provide baseline data of potential reservoir
conditions.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not
monitored, as drilling has been completed at this site. A
detailed report has been prepared by Darby and Associates
investigating methods to improve automated noise monitoring
instrumentation for the SOH program (see Appendix A) .
Complaint Log and Response
Drilling completed -- no activity.
v. SOH-2 SITE
Description of Current Work
Sump material was buried on site December 13, 1991, with
additional cinder material added to fill in the sump. The pit




completely dries and can be worked.
Description of Proposed Work
The installation of downhole monitoring tUbing and
instruments is tentatively scheduled for the end of January - the
first of February. The monitoring of subsurface reservoir
conditions will provide baseline data of potential reservoir
conditions.
complaint Log and Response
Drilling completed -- no activity.
VI. SOH-3 SITE
Description of Current Work
SOH-3 was scheduled to be located at the True/Mid-Pacific
alternate Drill Site 2 (approximately 3,000 feet north-north-west
of the present drill site). On June 10, 1991, a 90 day grading
permit was issued by the Planning Department for the proposed
SOH-3 site. As the Tonto drill rig has been released, no access,
site or drilling work will be done at the SOH-3 site during the
phase of the SOH program just ended.
Description of Proposed Work
No work will be done on the SOH-3 access road and site and





Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Monitoring activities will not be conducted at the SOH-3
site.
Complaint Log and Response




Tonto Drilling Services completed drilling work at SOH-4 on
May 21, 1990. No drilling activity was performed during this
period.
Description of Proposed Work
Various logs (i.e. temperature, pressure, and injection)
will be conducted in the hole on a periodic basis.
Results of the Environmental/Noise Monitoring Activities
Air Quality, Meteorological, Noise and Emissions are not
being monitored, since drilling has been completed at this
site.
Complaint Log and Response
Drilling completed -- no activity.
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VIII. STATUS OF CURRENT EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES
Exploration activities for the SOHs will be limited
monitoring, scientific surveys, and restoration of the drill
sites.
IX. OTHER INFORMATION
No other concerns need to be addressed at this time.
~.. -..
X. FINANCIAL REPORT
















Attention: Dr. Harry Olson
RE:lmproved Noise Monitoring Systems - SOH Geothermal Program
Dear Dr. Olson:
As you requested, we have investigated methods to improve the automated
noise monitoring instrumentation for the SOH geothermal program. The
existing monitoring system uses a paper strip chart recorder providing
a continuous record of dBA "slow" with respect to time. However, con-
siderable data has been lost due to chart paper jamming, chart pens
drying-out, as well as problems with the sound level meter related to
moisture and insect infestation. Thus, the overall objective is to
implement noise monitoring systems that will eliminate these problems
and also record meteorological data at each station.
Attachment 1 is the letter outlining our requirements that was sent to
six manufacturers of noise monitoring instrumentation. Attachment 2 is
a list of the firms. Only Larson Davis, Ltd. and Scantek responded, and
only the Larson Davis fo110wed through acceptably.
Contact was also made with two firms which do not provide noise measure-
ment equipment, but specialize in general data logging systems. We have
received a quote and product information from Omnidata International, Inc.
which appears that, in conjunction with the eXisting field sound level
meters, will provide an acceptable alternative to the system of Larson
Davis.
The two systems are as follows:
1. larson Davis Model 870 Environmental Noise Analyzer--This system
would use the Larson Davis (LD) Model 870 to measure and record the
sound pressure levels as detected by the LD Model 2100k Outdoor
Microphone which is "weather-proof" and capable of operating in rain






and humidity approaching 100%. Equipment descriptions and specifi-
cations are shown in Attachment 3. The meteorological data would also
be sampled and stored by the Model 870. This system provides most of
the requirements with the exception that only three of the desired four
meteorological factors (wind, rain, temperature, and humidity) can be
measured as there are only three external A/D inputs. We suggest that
the rain gauge be substituted for the temperature sensor. It should be
noted that Larson Davis does not sell a rain gauge for any of their
units, thus one would have to be purchased from an other company (e.g.
Omnidata Model £5-170 shown in Attachment 4). Modification of the rain
gauge might be necessary to meet the input requirements of the Model
870. The Model 870 with the 512k byte memory option will enable data
to be recorded for just under 3 days. We understand that a 1024k byte
memory option (not shown in price list; $1450) has now become available.
This will increase the time between retrievals to nearly 6 days. A
computer program will have to be written to determine if an LI0 value
exceeding the allowable level has occurred during any 20 minute inter-
val~ The basic measurement equipment and peripherals required for a
monitoring station are given in Attachment 4 along with their prices.
2. Omnidata 900 Series EasYlogger SYstem--This would be a system
comprised of a 50und Level Meter (5LM) such as the existing units
in the field (which could be upgraded with the Larson Davis Model
2100 Outdoor Microphone), a data logging device (Omnidata 900 Series
Easylogger) and meteorological sensors. Equipment descriptions and
specifications are shown in Attachment 5. Data from the SLM would be
sampled everyone-half second to conform to the ANSI 512.9-1988 stan-
dard for logging environmental noise. Meteorological conditions (wind
velocity and direction, rain fall, temperature, and humidity) do not
require such a high sample rate and would, therefore, be sampled much
less frequently. All.the data would be stored in memory until retrieval
via either (a) RF link or (b) RS232 port to a portable computer or (c)
via a transportable memory module. Currently the unit will only support
S12k bytes of memory which is in the form of a transportable non-
volatile memory module (i.e., EPROM). Due to the method of data
storage, a single EPROM will hold approximately 1-1/2 days data. We
have asked the manufacturer to investigate methods for increasing the
memory capacity. A response is expected to be forthcoming. A computer
program will have to be written to determine if an LIO value exceeding
the-allowable level occurred during any 20-minute interval. The basic
instrumentation required for a monitoring station are given in
Attachment 6, along with prices.









The advantages of the new systems over the existing one are as follows.
1. Data collected by either of the new systems will not be lost and/or
rendered useless by paper jambs in the strip-chart recorders, since both
the proposed systems store the data in digital form in a non-volatile
memory. This will allow for the noise events measured at one station,
say, a residential monitoring station, to be compared with great accu-
racy to events that were measured at the same time but at another
location, say, at the drill rig. The comparison of recorded noise
peaks or events which occur in the same time frame is crucial in the
discrimination between rig noises and extraneous noises such as
vehicles, animals, rain, wind, etc.
2. Further discrimination between drill rig noise and extraneous noises
could be performed by listening to audio tape recordings of all noises
which exceeded a threshold near the "allowable" noise level. A tape
recorder would be automatically turned off when the measured level
dropped below another threshold. Possible audio tape recording systems
that either the Larson Davis or the Omnidata systems are capable of
operating are:
a. A standard audio cassette type recorder that has a "remote"
activation feature. When the measured level exceeds the threshold
the time would be logged in the monitoring system memory and the
tape recorder activated. This method requires that the audio
tracks of the tape recorder be correlated to the start/stop log of
the audio tape recorder which was stored by the monitoring system.
Correlation process might be very time consuming and subject to
errors, if there are many recorded events; or
b. A more sophisticated version would include the use of a commer-
cially available "talking clock" to stamp the time of the audio
tape recorder start and stop directly on the audio tape. This
improved version would require additional hardware having a modest
cost (e.g., talking clock) and some specially constructed electronic
hardware (e.g., logic controlled switches). All of the required
items have a low power consumption and can be powered easily from
the solar cell and wet-cell batteries of the monitoring system; or
c. A commercially available system could perform all of the a above
functions in one unit. For example, the Burle Industries, Inc.,
Model TC3920, Time Lapse Video Recorder (see Attachment 7). This is
a programmable, VHS format, VCR designed for security/surveillance
which records both audio and video. The video will serve only to
provide the date and time of day. The unit can be pre-set to record
for 30 seconds each time it is activated. This system would require






that a VHS VCR and TV/monitor be purchased to review the tapes away
from the field. However, this system has two problems. The first
is the size of the VCR unit because it will require its own weather-
proof enclosure. Secondly, it requires 120 Vac to operate, thus
either a voltage invertor or modification to the unit's power
supply will be required. Further investigation into the feasibi-
lity of this method is necessary as voltage invertors tend to be
very inefficient and may prove to be incompatible with the solar
.and wet-cell power supply system.
3. The proposed systems would store all data in digital form so that,
once the data has been retrieved, a computer program could easily
determine within minutes, if an LI0 exceeding the criteria had occurred.
Currently, LI0 evaluation must be done manually and is much more time
consuming, furthermore, the manual method uses a much coarser time scale
and is, therefore, less accurate.
4. The effects of rain and wind during times when the criteria has been
exceeded could be investigated as the digital record of the meteoro-
logical conditions exist for each individual station. False noise
violations due to wind and rain could be recognized. In the past, rain
and wind data have not been available at residential monitoring stations
and, thus, localized rain squalls could not be identified.
5. Both units could have their data retrieved using RF links thereby
removing the need for frequent site visits. Currently, the chart log
of the existing system must be retrieved manually every few days as
remote retrieval is not possible. At this point, an R.F. link for the
proposed systems is considered an option, rather than required
equipment.
6. The proposed units and associated peripherals are sealed against
humidity and insect intrusion. The problems with cockroaches eating
the chart paper and the ink from the pens would be solved.
7. Problems with intermittent battery power should be minimized as both
systems have very lo~ power consumption when compared to the existing
strip chart recorder.
A comparison between the Larson Davis and the Omnidata monitoring systems
foll ows.







1. The Larson Davis system is specifically designed to monitor
environmental noise, and three external factors (e.g., meteorological
conditions) whereas the Omnidata system is designed to monitor only
environmental conditions, thus, an external sound level meter must be
provided. We understand that no special adaption or wiring is required.
2. The Omnidata system could conceivably make use of the existing meters
in the field. However, a weather-proof microphone and pre-amplifier
assembly (Larson Davis Model 2100k Outdoor Microphone) should be
substituted for the eXisting microphone assemblies. The use of the
existing sound level meters would make the Omnidata system even more
cost effective. It should be noted that the Larson Davis system also
uses the Model 2100k weather-proof microphone and pre-amplifier
assembly.
3. The Omnidata system using the S12k EPROM requires that data be retrieved
every 1-1/2 days whereas the Larson Davis system can store nearly 3 or 6
days' of data depending on the memory option chosen (i.e., S12k or 1024k
byte memory).
4. The Larson Davis system requires that data be retrieved via a communi-
cations port which means a portable computer is required to dump the
data." The Omnidata unit, on the other hand, uses removable non-volatile
EPROM's to store the recorded data which enables data retrieval through
removing the memory chip. Two EPROM's are required as the full one
would be replaced by an empty (erased) one. The full EPROM would be
transported to a standard PC computer (e.g., one at the office) where
it would be read. This removes the need for a portable computer which
are much more expensive than the EPROM's. Also, retrieving data during
heavy rain should be easier with EPROM as compared to the portable
computer.
5. The Omnidata unit measures "sound pressure level snapshots" whereas
the Larson Davis Unit provides Leq or "average sound pressure levels."
According to ANSI SI2.9-1988, if either metric is sampled at 1/2-second
intervals, then the "slow" meter response as defined by ANSI S1.4A-198S
will be met.
6. The noise monitoring system that uses the Omnidata logger will be
considerably less expensive than the Larson Davis system. Furthermore,
the Omnidata system t!ith all the options is less expensive than the
least expensive Larson Davis system.









It is our belief that either of these systems will enable an accurate and
reliable assessment of drill rig noise since the systems do not require the
use of chart paper and mechanical drives, which have proven to be very
unreliable for various reasons. Power supply problems associated with the
batteries and solar panels should be minimized by either of the new systems
as they have very low current draw.
~~.







St. Anthony Bank Bldg., Suite 201
2401 Lowry Avenue, Northeast
Minneapolis. MN 55418
RE: Environmental Noise:Monitoring Devices
Dear Sir/Madam:
ATTACrlM~NT 1 (1 of 2)
We require an environmental noise monitoring system to measure the noise
generated by drill rigs under some unusual conditions. The monitoring
locations will be located in a very hot and humid environment: a sub-
tropical rain forest. This requires that the unit be able to withstand
humidity commonly in excess of 90% and maximum temperatures approaching 90
degrees Fahrenheit. The remoteness of the location necessitates that the
unit has very low power consumption as it will be battery powered with solar
assist. Data retrieval is a problem too, the lack of telephone lines
necessitates that either a radio frequency (RF) link be established for data
d9wn load or a large memory be available to store about 3 days' data before
manual retrieval. The unit should be capable of performing the following
tasks:
1. Measure sound pressure levels using a "slow" time weighing and conform
to ANSI SI.4 Type II specification, also averaged "A" weight and Ln
sound pressure levels should be available for variable time durations
ranging from 10 seconds to one hour;
2. Upon measuring sound pressure levels above a predetermined level (e.g.
45 dBA) a magnetic tape recorder may be triggered for the purpose of
subjectively identifying the noise source;
3. Recording the average wind velocity and direction during a user defined
time interval which may be as short as 10 minutes;
4. -Recording the average rainfall during a user defined time interval which
may be as short as 10 minutes;
5. Recording the average temperature during a user defined time interval
which may be as short as 10 minutes;
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6. Storing at least 48 hours of data before data retrieval is performed
(72 hours if RF link not available);
7. Data retrieval can be performed by the following methods: (a) ASCII
via MSDOS formatted disc, (b) ASCII via modem link, (c) ASCII via radio
frequency link;
8. Sound pressure measurements must be made using a "waterproof" and
"humidityproof" microphone;
9. The entire unit must be sealed against insect int~usicn; and
10. Ideally the measuring unit would have the ability upon encountering
sound pressure levels in excess of a user defined value to reduce the
duration over which the data is averaged (i.e. increase the time
resolution of the averaged data when a threshold is exceeded). For
example, when levels are between 0 and 40 dBA the unit records A weight
averaged over, say 20 minutes. However, for levels greater than 40 dBA
the unit would record averages for every 10 seconds and Ln's every 1
minute.
Should you have a single unit or units that can be interfaced to perform
all, or many of the aforementioned tasks under the described conditions,
please send us a brochure with pertinent specifications including costs and
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larson Davis, ltd .
1681 West 820 North
Provo, Utah 84601
/. ATTAt..rlIvtENI j \ I ot 13)
In terms of the specifics of you inquiry, please note the
following:
1. Our instrument satisfies ANSI Sl.4 Type 0 specifications .
Thank you for your inquiry concerning environmental noise
monitoring. I bel ieve that our Model 870 Environmental Noise
Analyzer and Model 2100 Outdoor Microphone Unit will satisfy many,
if not all, of the requirements stated in the letter. I have
enclosed some data for·these instruments, along with a price list.
When you have had time to examine these, we should discuss the
appl ication further, since there are such a variety of ways in
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DARBY & ASSOCfATES
Dr. Trevor R. Nightingale
Darby & Associates
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:~. 2. The instrument has the capability of controlling an external
tape 'recorder (having a remote start/stop capability) such that
. recording will occur only during an exceedance event.
3,4,5. The instrument has three A/D inputs such that DC signals
from other instruments can be input and the data saved
along with sound level information. We can supply wind
speed, wind direction, temperature and humidity sensors
(the wind speed uses a pulse counter input, so the three
AID inputs are used for the wind direction, temperature and
humidity. I would imagine an appropriate rainfall
transduction system providing a DC output could also be
used.
6. Used with an external battery, data can be stored for long
periods of time before downloading.
7. The instrument has an RS 232 interface for data transfer in
both ASCII and binary formats. Most of our customers either
transfer data to a laptop PC in the field or for permanently
installed systems using modems and either telephone lines or
cellular telephones. Direct data reports can also be printed
using Epson Compatable printers.
1681 West 82() North. Provo l JT 81.lf)() 1 USA • R()1·175·0177 • Telex 705560. FAX 801·375·0182
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8. Our outdoor microphone system is being used at airports in
Boston, Salt Lake city, Washington state and Tel Aviv, Israel.
9. The microphone and preamplifier system are quite well sealed.
10. Please examine the data and we can discuss the various manners
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• 115 dB dynamic range for error free measurements.
Impulse measuring range greater than 118 dB.
Meets Type 0 and Type 1 standards worldwide in-
cluding ANSI 51.4, IEC 651 and IEC 804.
A and C weighting plus 16 user selectable
bandwidths. Frequency range from 1 Hz (0.1 Hz
unweighted peak) to 35 kHz (70 kHz optional with
slightly reduced dynamic range).
• Triple detectors provide simultaneous nns.
weighted-PEAK and unweighted-PEAK measure-
ments.
• FAST. SLOW. and IMPULSE time constants for
nns deteCtor.
Dual statistical signa! analyzers have been designed
into the 870. One analyzer stores a complete set of
all long-term historic data. A second reseuable sta·
tistical analyzer allows the operalDr to focus on
shorter tenn events without interruption to long-
tenn data gathering.
• Includes four channel general purpose data logger
interface for devices measuring windspeed. wind di-
rection. temperawre, humidity. barometric pressure
etc. Calibration, scaling and data inhibit functions
are available for each channel.
• Built-in 25 hr battery, external battery or ac opera·
tion.
• Accumulates four different histories: llieedances,
In.te.CLa1s, Shon period Time HislDry and Level His·
togram.
Sampling periods are user selectable from 32 sam-
ples per second to 42 minutes with memory capac-
ity of up to 64.C()() samples (standard) or 250,000
samples (optional).
Selectively createS special exceedance repons when
signal levels rise above a user -set threshold and if
the event duration is within a user·set time window
(senable mlU and min).
Each special exceedance report contains date and
time of event. duration. event ~q, SEL and rapid
sample time history during the event.
System automatically activates audio tape recorder
when signal level rises above user-set threshold.
, System can automatically activate alarms during sig-
nal exceedance.
Direct interfaces for printers. digital data recorders.
analog' tape recorders. computers, modems. :lJ1d Ope
tional t1oppy·disk drives.
• Real-time printout of data during actual measure·
ments.
RS-232 computer interface standard. Optional
HP-IL interface.
• Stores ten complete instrument setup registers. each
with a descriptive name tag.
• Access to all data via keyboard. printer, or com-
puter is allowed during ongoing data accumulation.
Quartz clocl<.lcalendar system for time/date annota·
lion and automauc time scheduled operation.
Interfaces with optional Model 900 series preampli·
fiers and accessones.
• Interfaces with optional Model 2100 wealher.proof
outdoor microphone system for use in harsh environ·
ments and permanent installations.
• Militarized stainless-steel case with optional
weather· tight enclosures.
• 4-line. 160 character alphanumeric and gr:lphics dIS'
play. Visible in direct sunlight.
• Small size: 2 x 9 x 6 1/8 in (h x w x d)
Lightweight: 3.75 lb, including batteries.
• Elva and RFI protected.
• 2-year warranty program.
ATTACHMENT 3 \S of 13J
L arson'Davis oHers a complete Outdoor Noise Monitoring System whJch Includes (A) the Model 2100 Preamplifier, (8) the Model870 Sound Level Meter, and (C) the Model 2150 Tllt·down Tower. Optional enhancements available Include (D) the Model 2140
Wind Speed and Direction Monitor, (E) the Model 2142 Temperature and Humidity Sensor, and (F) a solar panel and (G) a wireless
modem link which allow installation in areas not served by power telephone utilities. All components are manufactured with materials
that provide maximum resistance to shock, corrosion, and extremes In environmental conditions.
(A) Preamplifier
An aerodynamically designed profile
minimizes wind resistance and acoustic
reflections. Included accessories are:
• Electrostatic actuator which gives a
steady tone to verify Ihat the system IS
correctly calibrated
• Heater and drying agent to keep the
microphone at a steady temperature




. (8) Sound Level Meter
Having the capacity to measure and
store up to 250.000 samples of data on
noise. vibration. wind. temperature. and
humidity makes the 870 the most versatile
and powerful airport and environmental
data monitor available.
Some ot ItS other key features are:
• 115 dB dynamic range
• Noise floor less than 20 dBA
• A. C. and linear welghtjngs
• 16 individual bandwidths
• 3 parallel detectors weighted and
unweighted peak and rms
• Automatic calibration check
• 9 month memory retention
• Lithium banery backup
(C) Tllt-down Tower
The tilt·down design makes accessing
and maintaining all components easy. All
cables are Installed InSide the tower core for
protection against adverse weather
conditions and vandalism.
(D) Wind Speed/Direction
The collection of wind data is useful for
qualifying nOise measurements.
The 2140's high quality components
assure excellent fidelity, low threshold. and
fast response in measuring:
• Average wind speed
• Speed. time, and direction of maximum
gust
• Percentage and number of times above
threshold
• Percentage of windy time from each of
eight compass points
(E) Temperature/Humidity
The 2142 sensors permit the system to
monitor the current. average. extremes. and
number of exceedances above threshold









ATTACHMENT 3:(6 of 13)
LARSON-DAVIS Weather Sensor System
\ •.,
Collecting meteorological daLa is necessary in many envi-
ronmental and airport noise monitoring situations. The
powerful Model 870 Environmental Noise Monitor is de-
signed to meet that need. offering inputs for receiving
measurements from the Model 2140 Wind Speed and Di-
rection Monitor and the Model 2142 Humidity and Tem-
perature Sensor. In combination with the Model 2130
Weather Sensor Interface. the 2140 and 2142 allow the
following to be measured:
'Overall
, Current wind speed and direction.
, Current. average. extremes. and number of exceedances
of user threshold for temperature and humidity.
Overall and Dally
, Average wind speed.
, Speed. time. and direction of maximum gust.
, PercenLage and number of times above user-set windy
threshold.
, PercenLage of windy time from each of eight compass
points.
Interval and DurIng Sound Level Exceedance
• Average wind speed.
, Maximum gust speed and direction.
• Extremes of temperature and humidity ( average values
for interval only)
Acoustic measurements can be paused while wind speed.
temperature. or humidity exceed user-set levels.
Model 2130 Weather Interface
The 2130 solves the problem of connecting meteorologl'
cal sensors to the 870 by (I) scaling and offsetting the
linear output of the sensors to meet the 0 to 5 v<!c inrUI
range of the 870'5 A:D channels and (2) convening thc
wind monitor's sinusoidal speed output to a square WU\'C,
Model 2140 Wind Speed
and Direction Monitor
The 2140 permits wind data coUection that can be used to
qualify noise measurements made with the Model 870.
High performance components result in excellent fidelity.
low threshold, and fast response.
The wind speed sensor is a four blade propeller that in-
duces a sinusoidal ac voltage with frequency proportional
to wind speed.
To record wind direction, the vane position is translated
into a voltage by a precision potentiometer. the reference
volLage of which is provided by the Model 870.
Originally designed for use with ocean buoys, the 21~O
has a highly corrosion resistant construction. A UV stabi-
lized thermoplastic body and stainless steel and anodized




Housed in a lightweight thennoplastic radiation shield. the
2142 minimizes direct and reflected solar radiation for ac·
curate temperature measurements. Tests with maximum
radiation and an airspeed of 1 mls showed < 1.5 'C varia-
tion from ambient temperature. The 2142 can measure
temperatures ranging from - 30 to 70 'c. The actual /loor
and ceiling of the range depend on the scale and offset
used at the 2130 interface and the A:D channel parame-
ters. Temperature measurements are very stable. making
calibration unnecessary under normal circumstances.
The 2142's fast time constant makes precise humidity
readings possible. Humidity calibration may be performed
with humidity standard solutions.
Mountings
ATTACHMENT 3 (7 of 13)
"
~,---------------------------------------
The 870. 2130. and peripherals can be mounted in a compaclly designed environmental enclosure (Model 2170 or 2171)
with various power options available.
Both senso~ can be mounted on the Model 2151 Sensor Mount. which bolts to the side of the Model 2150 Pole. With the
Model 2100 Outdoor Microphone System. the pole provides a 20 f[ microphone height. The pole is center hinged to allow
easy access [0 the microphone and sensor systems.
'.
Specifications·
Model 2130 Model 2140 Model 2142,
• 30 to 70 ·C. linear
± 0.35 'C ( entire
range)
0.1 ·C. long term
stable
10 s
- 0.5 to 1.5 Vde •
·50 to 150 ·C
8 to 30 Vdc. 15
mA max.




by a 20 ft. five con-
nector cable.
27 em ( 10.6 in )
12 em ( 4.7 in )
1.13 kg ( 2.5 Ib )
V-block with U·bolt
til a 25 to 50 mm










o to 100 % RH. lin-
ear
Accuracy at 25 'C ± 1 % RH in refer·
enes to calibration
< 0.5 % RH. long
term stable
Time constant < 10 s at 25 ·C
Error due to temp. ± 0.5% RH/6 70 'C
Unear outpurt 0 to 1 Vdc •









• All specifi~tioru are subject to chanel:·
tOutputs can be scaled and offset
by the 2130 Weather Interlace to
provide the chosen range and accu·
racy for the 870 A:O channels.
o to 60 m/s
( 134 mph)


























by a 20 ft. five con·
nector cable.
0.6 m/s ( 1.3 mph)
0,9 m/s ( 2.0 mph)
at , O' displace·
ment
37 em ( 14.6 in )
55 em ( 21.7 in )
18 em ( 7.1 in )
1.3 kg ( 2.8 Ib )
34 mm ( 1.34 in )























10 Kn II 0.01J.LF dif·
ferential
5 Kn each input to
ground
de to 60 kHz
0.001 s
Supplied by Model
870. 5.0 V ± 5%
o to 5;0 V
oto 10.5 V
( should be limited
to 0 to 5 V for
input to Model 870
A:D channels)
9 to 15 V, 10 mA
s· 0.7 V and ~
6.4 V clamp to
earth ground with
600 W ~ak pulse
± 19 V clamp to
earth ground with
600 W peak pulse
7,5 cm ( 4.0 in )
10.5 cm (5.5 in)
3.0 cm ( 1.2 in )









Stnwrs ~ and B
Gain Range 0 to 10
Offset Range ± 3.25 V
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Model 870
Airport and Environmental Noise Monitor
\
:!:-
870 Noise and Vibration Monttor
870 $6,800
• The 870 is a hand held. Type 0 or Type 1. airpon and
environmental noi.sc and vil:7ration data monitor.
• lIS dB dynamic range
• 64K data storage (expandable)
• RS·232 interface
• Frequency range 1 Hz to 35 kHz (70 kHz BW
available with I 3 to 4 dB higher noise floor at no
extra cnarge)
• High and low pass filten.
Acc:essoriea





ac to 9 Vdc adapter (AC/DC·l)
Softside carry case (CCOO6)
81LU!ry holder (2)
AA batteries (6 installed)
15 pin male "0" connector
IS pin "0" connector hood
The 870 is designed for use with Model 900819108
preamps, Model 2100 outdoor microphone system.
and cable CBOOI (or direct input (none included).
875 Real-time Analyzer
875 ·$6,800
• The 87S is an all digital 1.-1 octave band real ·time
spectrum analyzer with intelligent int.erface to the
Model 870. It provides automatic spect:rLlm signature
(or noi.sc evenu.
870 OptJONI and Accessorl••
87o-0PT 22 $960
OPT 22 providC$ foar times the standard memory
from 64K to 256K RAM. Storage o( 1 s Leqs with
I dB resolutions is increased from 16 to 64 hr. See
eumples o( memory usc in tile 870 sales brochure or
manual to determine need for extra memory.
87G-OPT 50 $480
• This is • custom airtiCht and W&tertight plastic case
witil dimensions of 14.5 x 10 x 10 in. The interior
consisu of custom cut (oam pockets which provide
protection (or the 870 and other items such u • ban.ery.
87o-0PT 51 $720
• Same as OPT SO but with a 24 Ah. 12 V rechargeable
banery and a battery charger
6
87o-0PT 52 $1,400
• Same as 870..QPT 51 but with Model 2130 weather
interface and three weather·tight peru for connection
to LAR.sON.OAVlS 2140. 2141. or 2142 weather sensors
(not included).
87o-0PT 55 $120
Battery charger. 2.5 A. fast/trickJe charge rate
870 Cable,
87~Ol $70
• Connects 870 and ffiM·XT'"
• With Extend connector lor 870 Daisy Chain Network
87~02 $70
Connects 870 and ffiM·AT""
• With Extend COMeclO1' (or 870 Daisy Chain Network
• Do not mix A870-C01 and A870-C02 cables.
87~04 $50
• Connect.s 870 and ffiM compatibles
• Includes 9-pin to 2S-pin adapter
87o-C05 $45
• Connect.s 870 and EpsonTW and PR3 serial printers
Note The SP·IOO serial to pcaJ.Jel printer converter
can often be used with the 870-C05 to connect the 870
to a parallel printer,
87~06 $40
• Connects 870 and an audio cassette recorder
87~10 $50
• Automobile power cable
• To conflC(:t the 870 to an automobile cigll'cl1e lighter
87o-RS1 $'50
Remote control switch
• This consisu o( • remote switch. two logic output
indicaton. and three analog·to-digital adjustments. It is
used to demonstrate the usc of the AID remote output
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Model 870






Stainless steel environmental housing
NEMA 4X stainless steel enclosure
For the Model 870 and peripheral equipment
Space for two baa.eries.. weaLher sensor interface
(2130), modem. phone. etc.
Mounts to the 2150 or 2152 tower
2171
Tower mount for sensors and antenna
For 2140 series weaLher sensors and antenna
Bolts lD side of the 2150 pole
21S2·10 $700
• Portable tripod lDwer for 2100
CoUapsible tripod base. radius 9 in 10 6 Ct. III In
aluminum section mast ready for mounting 2170 or
2171.
~g base plates can be staked.
Provides JO ft. microphone height.
2152·20. $800
Same as 2152·10, provides 20 ft. microphone height.
Additional collar for optional guy·wires.
2153 $120
Portable lDwer support arm
• Provides for mounting weather eqUipment such as the
2140, 2141, and 2142.
Painted steel environmental housing
NEMA 4 steel enclosure. custom painted gray
• For the Model 870 and peripheral equipment
• Space (or two batteries, weather sensor interface
(2130). modem. phone. etc.




, lIS V power supply and mounting panel
• 115 Vac mains with battery backup
Provides power lD the Model 870. 2100, and
peripheral equipment
Includes 12 V, 26 Ah battery and charger for I week
of operation without ac power
2175·220V $450
220 V power supply and mounting panel
220 Val; mains with 24 Ah battery backup
Provides power to the Model 870, 2100, and
peripheral equipment
Includes 12 V, 24 Ah battery and 220 VI/; chlllger for
I week o( operation without ac power
2176 $700
Solar battery power supply and panel
Provides power for the Model 870, 2100. and
peripheral equipment
...21!O
• Steel 20 ft. tilt~own tower
Used to support the 2100
20 ft. microphone height





• Environmental noise monilDr software
• Written for the IBMN compatibles. this software
allows control and retrieval of daLa from the Model
870 via RS·232 interface.
• HislDry. interval and e~~e data. RMS and peak
histoiflJlU. HNL. Les. and other 870 data available.
• Setup itenu can be select.ed. stored as macros. and
transferred to the 870. Data is viewed and printed
graphically. Savea data files to disk.
• Includes pull-down menus and can be mouse~ven.
640K RAM and floppy drive required. Hard disk and




• Same as 870·SWI software but can.contact remote
monitor via telephone modem. Provides real·time
display of levelllld exceedances. as well as
electroswic &Cwator caJibntion and noise floor check
of Model 2100K outdoor preamplifier and microphone.
• 640K RAM and floppy drive required. Hard disk and
mouse strongly recommended. Specify 3.5 01' 5.2S in
disk format.
87l>oSW3 $6,000
Airport and perimeter noise monitoring system
software
• Written for the IBMN compatibles. Includes all the
feawres of 870·SWI and 870·SW2. Allows IUtomatic
connection to array of up to 100 monitors. Staws
screen showing monitor information: memory st.anls.
result of last connection. calibration. etc.
Automatic c.a1ibBtion check and dAta retrieval to disk
file. Current display of exceedance time history.
Automatic separation of noise events between possible
aircraft vs. community using operator selected
weighted sum of four noise panmeters and wind speed.
• Requests opentor password for critical system
functions. User-tailored printoull of all evenll 01'
airc:taft events on!y•
• 640K RAM and hard disk drive required. Mouse
strongly recommended. Specify 3.5 or5.2S in floppy
disk format.
• CUSTOM SOPTWARE: Contact l..AJtsoN·DAVlS
LaboraLOries for irtfonnation on custom design of
environmental or airport software with aircraft flight
irtformation da.ta bueI.
2141
Model 870 weather sensor interface
• Interfaces the 2140. 2141. and 2142 to the Model 870
v2140 $900
Model 870 wind monitor
• Meuu~ wind speed and direction
Model 870 tempeT1ltU1e sensor
/2142 $1,500






AII!-I\..r1I'It:.I'l1 j ~ IU OT Ijl
Model 870 U.S. Product Prices
.~
• Includes 47 W solar panel.and mounting hardware
Ba.tteriea are not inch~od. Order one or two 2176-2s
or one 2176-3 u indicated by site soUa' survey (call
LARSON-DA VIS (or details).
SevenU battery and solar panel configurations can be
provided.
2176.1 $540
• 47 W solar panel
• Includes mounting hardware









6 lb. 10.5 oz
2176-2
• 26 Ah baa.ery
Sealed baacry (or use with 2176
• Height 5 in
• Width 7 in
• Depth 611z in
• Wei&ht 19 lb. 100z
2176-3
• 100 Ah battery
• Sealed baacry (or use with 2176
• Re(juired when 2176-1 is added
• Includes underground enclosure and cable to 2176
power supply
2176-4
• 10 Ah battery
• Sealed battery (or use with the 700, 710. 870. and
2200C.
• Height 3¥4 in
• Width 6 in
• Depth 4 in
• Weight 8 lb. 10.5 oz
2176-S
• 8 Ah battery







, 100 Ah battery
• Sealed battery (or use with 2176
• Re(juired when 2176·1 Is added
• Height 8 in
• Width 1ft.






• IC? a.culerometer preamp
• Microdot connec:torl6 ft. cab Ie
• Use with Model(s) 2200C. 2212. and 3100.
2100 Outdoor Preamplifiers
2100S $4,900
• System with power supply
• Requires Yi in microphone .
• Includes the following
2100 preamplifier/heal.er/desiccant
2200C power supply &: amplifier
2110 rainhat with electrostatic actuator
2120 windscTeen with birdspikes
2100K $3,600
• System wlo power supply
• Requites ill in microphone
• Includes the (ollowing
2100 preamp1ifier/heal.er/desiccant
2110 rainhat with electrostatic ICOJaLOr
2120 windscreen with birdspikes
2100 52,990
• 2100 preamplifiertheater/des iccant
• Requires ill in microphone
• Requires 2110 and 2120
2100 Accessories
2'10 $590
Rainhat with electrostatic actuator
• 1,1 in
2120 $240
• Windscreen with birdspikes
21~1 $50
• Replacement windscreen ilUert
2100-0SC $12
• Desiccant












Control cable with weather interface
Int.erconnects the 2100 with the Model 870, the 2130
weather interface.. and the 2170 series power supplies
• 20 tt.




Acoustic inl.ensiry probe with a pair of
phase/amplitude matched 2540 microphones (2540PM)
• Includes a custom ClUT)'lng case, windscTeen. cable..
and spacers
2250-20 $5,300
• Acoustic lnl.elUity probe with a pair of
phase/amplitude matched 2520 microphones
(2520PM)
• Includes a custom carrying case. windscreen. cable..
and spacers
2250-30 $6,580
• Acoustic Inl.ensity probe with two pairs o(
phase/ampliOJde matched microphones
Pair of 2540PM microphones
Pair o( 2S20PM microphones
• Includes a custom carrying case, windscreen. cable,
and spacers
...5-20 $30
• V~ In microphone spacer set (or intensity probe
• 6 mm and 12 mm
MS-40 $30
• I~ in microphone spacer set (or intensity probe
• 12 mm and SO mm
225O-C01 $100
• Fi.x.ed length cable from inl.enstty probe to any analyzer
• 12 fi. cable with 2 BNC analyzer connec:tors at one
end and a probe connector at the other.
22SO-c02 $120
• Fi.x.ed length cable from intensity probe to Model 3100
anaJyzer
• 12 fi. cable with 2 BNC anaJyzer connectors and a
3100 control coMector at one end and a probe
connector a1 the ocher.
2250-CXXX $150+$2Jft.
Custom lenith cable from probe to Model 3100
anaJyzer
, Cable with 2 BNC analyzer connectors and I 3100
control connector at one end and I probe connector at
the other. Specify lenith in pLa.ce of "XXX,"
Microphone CalibratoraJAdapters
CA250 $425
• Type 1 precision microphone calibrator
• Constant SPL from ·2,000 to 50.000 fi. altiOJde.
• Output 114.0 dB at 250 Hz.
Includes l.1 in microphone adapter. traceability
c.erti fie.u.e. case..
AE100 $625
• Artific ia1 ear




· Iii in microphone adapter (or I in opening in
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T he WM 100 Wireless Modem Is used for local areanetworking of compUlers and their
peripherals. The 2.2 pound WM 100 operates on 12
vdc and provides local area networking of virtually
any device with the industry standard RS·232C
input/output Interface In high noise EMF environ-
ments. The WM100 eliminates the cost of cabling
and phone lines that are used for intra office and
building communications and provides communica-
tions mobility.
The WM100 broadcasts the digital Information to
another WM100 unit, via radio waves, in a half-
duplex fashion using packet switching technology.
The WM lOa's narrow band FM transceiver provides
over 600 user selectable radio frequencies (not all 01
the operating frequencies are available in the U.S.A.)
and it's internal firmware can manage a network of
255 users on each frequency.
The WM, 00 provides private data communications
by the use of four user definable security, codes. If
higher security is required. the units are compatible
with asynchronous Data Encryption Standard (DES)
encryption peripherals.
































·Memory Option 1: Upgrade from
64k to 512k, or
··Memory Option 2: Upgrad from
64k to 1024k
Preamplifier (incl. Heater, Rain Hat,
Windscreen and Bird Spikes)
1/2-inch Free Field Microphone
20 ft. Tilt Down Tower
Tower Mount for Weather Sensors and
Antenna
Stainless Steel Environmental Housing
for 870
Wind Monitor





























·Total Base System With
Memory Option M1 u , (512k)
··Total Base System
With Memory Option ·2 U (1024k)





















Environmental Noise Monitor Software
(for data retrieval)
Cassette Recorder
Cassette Recorder, Voice Clock,
Cables
VCR, Voltage Invertor











Item available from Omnidata International Inc.
If multiple monitoring stations, only one unit required.
#89-l0.LDS.2
December 9, 1991











750 Well 200 North
P.O. Box 3489











Thank you for your interest in Omnidata International, Inc.
portable electronic data recording equipment. The 900 Series
Easylogger data recording system will perform all of the tasks
outlined in your fax of August 28, 1991. It will also perform these
tasks under the conditions specified.
The Easylogger 900 Series is packaged in a sealed cast-aluminum
case. The unit is designed to function between -18 and 122 degrees
F and 0 to 100% humidity non-condensing. The unit is sealed to NEMA
12 specifications; however, it is recommended that the unit be
housed in our steel field enclosure to protect sensor connections.
We also have rechargeable desiccant cartridges which can be placed
insJde of the enclosure to maintain a dryer environment.
There are several options for powering the Easylogger. I have
quoted you a solar power option using a 10 Watt Solarex solar panel
with a 12V 15Amp lead acid rechargeable gel cell battery. Alkaline
batteries may also be used to power the logger.
The Easylogger features numerous data retrieval options. The data
logger can be interrogated through an RF link (see RF attachment
for items and pricing), you may choose to visit the site
periodically and download data to either a lap top computer or our
Polycorder Field Terminal. Another very easy and efficient means
for retrieving data is to exchange non-volatile Flash EPROM data
storage packs. We have these in memory sizes of 64K to 512K. This
memory range would provide the ability to store between 20,000 and
252,000 data points. Field size and decimal position is user
programmable on the logger. Given your data recording scenario, I
estimate you will log 432 data points/day. We would easily be able
to log over 3 days worth of data, even with minimal data storage.
The Easylogger specifications state a minimum scan rate of 1 second
across 10 analog channels; however, we can make the unit scan
across one channel at a faster rate to meet the 0.5 second scan
requirement from your DC (0.0 - 3.2V) sound level meter.
Portable DatR Recording Eql/lpmenl lor Sciance. Industry. and At;r;Cl;lture.
'.~
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The Easylogger has control on condition capabilities to trigger up
to 4 alarms based on a condition such as a voltage greater than a
predetermined level. This is a digital output that is being
triggered and can exist for a predetermined time or until the
condition no longer exists.
Sampling of all environmental parameters listed on your fax and
recording an average as often as 10 minutes is easily accomplished
with the Easylogger. I estimate that our smallest RAM memory size
will give you at least a weeks worth of data storage space and our
smallest flash EPROM will provide approximately 2 months worth of
data storage.
The Easylogger Field Unit has two RS-232 serial ports for direct
downloading onto a lap top or other RS-232 device or the
capabilities to be interfaced with an RF telemetry link. Data can
also be stored on removable flash EPROM data storage packs and
carried back to the office where the data is read from an EPROM
reader on to your PC. All data transfer is in a line and column,
space delimited ASCII format.
The entire Easylogger Field Unit and field enclosure with hubble
connectors is sealed against humidity and insect intrusion.
I have included brochures and description literature that will
provide further specifications and description of the items
mentioned. Again, thank you for your interest in our products, and





i Multiple Sensor Inputs: There are 12 analog input channels
with 5 programmable voltage ranges. 4 digital inputs. 4 digital
outputs, SOI-12 capability for up to 10 sensors and 9 channels
per sensor (up to 90 SOl channels), 3 configurable pulse/
frequency counters. and 4 excitations (1 programmable. 1 AC).
-, On-Board Application Setups: Sensor conversion formulae
for lhermlstor and thermocouple conversions (types E. J. K. S
and T) are contained In Ihe operating system. Wind statistiCS rlre
faCllttated with vector averaging and vector standard deViation
a1gonthms.
i User· Entered Observational Data: User·deflned ASCII
strings C(ln be en:(!red 1'110 an obserVrl\!on report while In Ine helD
.',"'''10u: ''''errupt''':; !"€' logging SeOUpnCp'
., Rugged Conslruction: The cuSlom. C,1S1 aluminum case
;"prs '.J0fJPC en',r""mental prOlect,on "am electromagnetic
(·terlere"ce ilnd ,'I'v,ronmental cont(lmlnanls. Sealed 10 a
NEMA 12 spec W'len an STP AND DSP are attached
., Communication and Data Transfer Options: A vanety of
communicaiion opllons coupled With your choice of EPROM or
RAM di1ta memory configurations prOVide maximum fleXibility .
EasyLogger main system components: 11 EL·900 Field Unit with an internal micro·
computer Ihat provIdes for sensor measurements. date and time recording, communica-
lions. dala reduction. report formiJlling, control. and alarm functions, 2) FLASH EPROM
Data Slorage Pack, 3) EL901 detachable Sensor Terminal Pack. 4) EA·601 Polycorder
Field Terminal and cable for programming and servicing the Field Unit. Not pictured:
EA·909 RS·232C cable. EL·910 Data Storage Pack Reader, EasyTools software.
i Fast Scan and Recording Intervals: The EasyLogger can
scan/record from once per second 10 once per day or upon
external trigger.
i Auto Re-boot Mechanism: The EasyLogger is equipped with
an automatic self-starting function (through the OSP). It restores
normal microprocessor functions and programming setups if lost
due to input transient or environmentally driven interrupts.
i MUlti.Tasklng CPU: The Hitachi 64180 processor provides
Simultaneous communication and measurement functions.
[I .lei' IEasyToolS mam report sel
\.... I...-~ up screen
tit
NATURAL RESOURCES reforestCltlon
Improvement prOJects' global cl,mrlle
change reSf!(lrch • ilc'rl rrlln deposilion •
aquatic plant resH;lfCIl • mlcro·metRorology




ENGINEERING: water level recording'
well draw-down/pump testing· water
quality monitoring' hydro-meteorology
:J User-Friendly Programming: Programming is accom·
plished by answering menu prompts. downloading disk·based
setups from a computer. or by accessing previously stored
setups from the Data Storage Pack.
-, EasyTools'~Application Generating Software: EasyTools
IS an optional MS·DOS based software packi1ge that provides
full screen set up and editing of EasyLogger setups. It Includes
high·speed binary data retrieval. mouse·dnven menus. pop·up
lists. and on-line help.
APPLICATIONS
AGRICUL TURAL METEOROLOGY AND
CLIMATOLOGY: Irrigation scheduilng •
crop management· canopy energy Sludl€c.
• Integrrlted PflSt rT'<1~,lgP.'nent • animal
enprqy budqp.ls • W"'~ prol,',., studlf,S •
Irost prpdlcl,on • 0:;"111: 'Ni1Ip.r researcn •
l:!rOSlon studies' plil l '! pathology' so1l
thermal research· Wind power evaluation
, Reliable, Non-volatile FLASH EPROM Data Storage:
FLASH EPROMS provides secure data storage even jf system
power is lost or tranSient voltages are presenl It can be erased
electronically and reused up 10 10.000 times
. Simple, reliable data logging for field research and resource management applications.
Our new EasyLogger 900 Series remote ATTACHMENT 5 (3 of 21 )
data recording system combines the
latest in micro·computer technology,
data reduction techniques, and data
storage optlons with user·friendly
software. Programming, data collection
and retrieval. and site servicing are
easier than ever before!
._""'--"""''''''-_.......---------------_..,..._-------_...




TEMPERATURE: ·25 to +50 degrees C (·'8
to 122 degrees F).
HUMIDITY: 0 to , 00% non·condensing.
SHOCK: 3 foot (1 M) drop on any surface.
ENVIRONMENT: Sealed to NEMA 12
specifications (with Sensor Terminal Pack
and Data Storage Module in place or
conneC1or protectors installed).
SENSOR INPUTS AND CONTROL SIGNAL
OUTPUTS
SENSOR INPUT CONNECTOR: 50 pin 0
male sub·miniature.
SENSOR TERMINAL PACK (STP): Features
screw terminals for sensor wiring (optional
accessory).
ANALOG INPUTS: 12 analog inputs (6
differential) with 5 full scale ranges (see
details below). .
SENSOR EXCITATION: 4 types (see details
below).
COUNTER CHANNELS: 3 counter channels
for pulse accumulation or frequency
measurements (see details below).
DIGITAL INPUTS/OUTPUTS: 4 digital inputs.
4 digital outputs (see details below).
ANALOG CHANNELS
NUMBER OF CHANNELS: A choice 0112
.single ended. 6 differential. or any
combination.
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY:
Accuracy specifications are percentages of
full scale range and cover the full operating
temperature range of the EasyLogger and
integration times greater than '0 ms.
Full Scale Range Accuracy
+1- 5 V +1. 0.05%
+/. , V +/. 0.05%
+/. 100 mV +1· 0.05%
+/- 50 mV +1· 0.05%
+/-10 mV +/·0.1%
AC SYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATION:
Selectable from any channel for AC
resistance measurements.
VARIABLE SIGNAL INTEGRATION TIME:
From 10 ms to 10.000 ms in 1 ms incre-
ments per channel.
SENSOR EXCITATION (4 types avaIlable)
OPTION 1: 5000 V +/- 25 mY. 200 mA max.
(current limited).
OPTION 2: 4 V AC for user seleC1ed channels
tor AC measurements. 10 mA max. 300 Hz
square wave, +1- 4 volts.
OPTION 3: Variable excitation. user settable
from 0 to 10.0 volts in 1 volt increments.
200 mA max. accuracy +/. 25 mV at any
setting.
OPTION 4: Unregulated excitation Irom
EasyLogger power supply. current limited
at 200 mA, nominal 12 V DC.
POWER SAVE FEATURE: A system power
save feature sWitches all sensor excitations
on for sensor scan. User may select
'excitation to scan" delays per channel to
allow for sensor warm·up.
COUNTER/FREQUENCY CHANNELS
NUMBER OF CHANNELS: 3
SIGNAL CONDITIONING (user selectable):
- High level: >28 V • high. <2.2 V '" low.
· Low level AC ,,60 mV '" high.
< 30 mV" low.
DIFFERENTIAL LOW LEVEL AC PULSE
DETECTION: system allows differential
low level AC pulse detecllon within the
+f· 5 V common mode range of the logger
MEASUREMENT MODES:
· Pulse Accumulation Mode: maximum
count range 65535 counts per scan
interval.
· Frequency Measurement Mode: from.1
Hz to 50 kHz on user settable integra·
tion time of 10 10 10.000 ms.
SERIAL DIGITAL INTERFACE (SDI·12): This
communication protOcOl. developed for
microprocessor-based hydrologic and
environmental sensors. is a standard
feature on all EasyLogger units. The user
may connect up to 10 sensors with 9
parameters each 1010 the SOl channel.
COMMUNICA TlONS
ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL PORT RS·232C
for sel up or data retneval via computer or
modem.
· Baud Rate: 300. 600. 1200. 2400. 4800.
9600. or 19.200
- Full handshaking.
· Parity: sellable 10 even. odd. or none.
· Data bits: sellable to 7 or 8 wilh sellable
stop bits.
TELEPHONE. RADIO TELEMETRY. OR
MODEM HOOK UP: Optional accessories
available tor telephone or radio telem·
etry or short haul modem hook up.
TRANSIENT PROTECTION: EL·901·S and
EL·901·ST Sensor Terminal Packs offer
tranSIent protectIon. All input and output
connections are protected using tranzorbs
DATA STORAGE
INTERNAL RAM OPTIONS:
· Model EL·924·32 has aK internal RAM
(2500 to 3500 data point capacity)
for telemetry applications or when an
external DSP is not wanted.
· Model EL·924. 128 (available as an
option) has 104K Internal RAM (33.000 to
50.000 data pOint capacity).
FLASH EPROM DATA STORAGE PACKS:
· Model EM·9054 with 64K memory
(20.000 to 30.000 data points).
· Model EM·9128 with 128K memory
(41.000 to 62.000 data points).
• Model EM·9256 with 256K memory
(84.000 to 126.000 data points).
. Model EM·9512 with 512K memory
(158.000 to 252.000 data points).
CLOCK
HARDWARE CLOCK: Keeps seconds.
minutes, hours, day, month. and year.
REPORTS: Any parameter can be logged in
the report. or used in a formula for a report
variable.
ACCURACY OF RTC: +1· 1 minute per
month over the temperature range ot the
logger.
OPERATION
SYSTEM SET UP: Menu driven operating
system steps you through set up tasks with
menu options.
HARDWARE OPTIONS: Can be programmed
by:
· direct setup with EasyLogger Terminal.
· direct connect with PC or laptop.
· remote setup with EasyTools on a PC.
SCANNING INTERVALS: 1 second and up.
user settable.
MAXIMUM SCAN RATE: 10 channels per
second.
REPORTING INTERVALS: any multiple 01
scan intervals. Intervals can be varied by
using a user entered function (i.e. logarith·
mic intervals can be set tor data reports).
DRIVEN BY: user entered lists for scan.
conversion and final report
PASSWORD PROTECTION: tor set up
information.
VARIABLE LIST: User defined variable list tor
setting initial values. counters. etc.
STANDARD NOTATION: Standard algebraic
and logic notation used tor expressions and
functions in the logger.
COPY FEATURES: allow automatic set up
of other loggers.
SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS
VOLTAGE: 9 to 15 V.
TYPICAL CURRENT DRAIN: 400 IJA
powered-down state. 30 mA during
processing, and 150 mA during analog
measurement.
BATIERIES: Any 12 volt battery can be
connected as a primary power source.
Power supply options are available.
PHYSICAL SPECIFICA TlONS
SIZE: 6.7 x 9.7 x 3 inches.
WEIGHT: 8lbs. 14 oz.
WARRANTY
One year against defects In materials and
workmanship.
S/>KiIiCl//ions ii'" SUO/fJCl to cJllJ"QfI wi/hovt nollce.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
We welcome the opportunity to diSCUSS your unique data
collection application with you. Contact our sales
representative in your area or Omnidata directly:
OMNIDATA INTERNA TlONAL. INC.
P.o. Box 448
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SENSOR INPUTS AND CONTROL SIGNAL OUTPUTS
• 50 pin sub-miniature input sensor connector.
• Sensor Terminal Pack (STP) with screw terminals lor sensor wiring
(optional accessory).
• 12 analog inputs (6 differential) with 5 lull scale ranges.
• 4 types of sensor excitation.
• 3 counter channels (pulse accumulation or frequency measurement).
·4 digital inputs.
• 4 digital outputs (for control).
• SOI·12 capability (up to 90 SOl inputs).
COMMUNICATIONS




• parity senable to even, odd, or none.
• data bits settable to 7 or 8 with senable stop bits.
• Optional accessories available for telephone or radio telemetry or short
haul modem hook up.
SCANNING/REPORTING INTERVALS
• Scanning Intervals: 1 second and up, user senable.
• Maximum scan rate: 10 channels per second.
• Reporting intervals: any multiple of scan intervals (user defined).
~ecifications .. ,
ANALOG CHANNELS
• Number of channels: a choice of 12 single ended. 6 differential,
or any combination.
• Full scale ranges: +/-5 or IV: +/- 100.50, or 10 mV.
• AC synchronous demodulation selectable from any channel for AC
resistance measurements.
• Variable signal integration time per channel from 10 ms to 10,QOO ms
in 1 ms increments.
PHYSICAL & ENVIRONMENTAL
• Temperature: ·18 to 122 degrees F (·25 to .50 degrees C).
• Humidity: 0 to 100% non-condensing.
• Shock.: 3 It. (1 M) drop on any surface.
• Environment: Sealed to NEMA 12 specificatIons (with STP and OSM
in place or connector protectors installed).
• Hardware clock. keeps seconds, minutes, hours, day, month and year.
Accuracy is +/·3 minutes per month.
• Power: 8 '0' alkaline or a 12V gel cell.
System power save feature switches all sensor excitations on for
sensor scan. User may select 'excitation to scan' delays per channel
to allow lor sensor warm-up.
COUNTER/FREQUENCY CHANNELS
• Number of channels: 3
• Signal conditioning: user selectable:
• high level: >2.8 V • high, <2.3 V • low.
• low level AC: >50 mV. high, <30 mV • low.
• system allows differential low level AC pulse detection within the
+/. 5 V common mode range of the logger.
• Measurement Mode:
• pulse accumulation to 65535 counts per scan interval.
• frequency from .1 Hz to 50 kHz; on user sellable integration time
10 to 10,000 ms.
SENSOR EXCITATION (4 types available)
1) 5,000 V +. 25 mV, 200 ma max. (current limited).
2) 4 V AC for user selected channels for AC measurements,
10 ma max, 375 Hz square wave.
3) Variable excitation, user settable from 0 to 10.0V in .1 V
increments, 200 ma max, accuracy +/- 25 mV at any setting.
4) Unregulated excitation from EasyLegger power supply, current
limited at 200 ma, nominal 12V DC
Advanced Features
• USER·FRIENDLY
Programming is accomplished by answering menu prompts.
downloading disk-based setups from a computer, or by accessing
previously stored setups from the Data Storage Pack. EasyTools
application generating software is an optional accessory that helps you
set up your system, retrieve data, and set up reports.
• RELIABLE, NON·VOLATILE DATA STORAGE
FLASH EPROMS provide the secure data storage of regUlar EPROMS,
even if system power is lost, yet they give you the convenience of RAM
to electronically erase and reuse the Data Storage Packs. One OSP can
hold up to 250,000 data points. Oplional RAM buffers can hold up to
35.000 data points in case of DSP overflow.
• MULTI·TASKING CPU
The operating system has been designed so thallhe Hitachi 64180
processor can simultaneously communicate With an EasyLogger terminal
and a serial 110 user.
• USER·ENTERED OBSERVATIONAL DATA
User-defined ASCII strings can be easily entered into the open data
report while in the field without interrupting the legging sequence.
Species, model numbers, etc, easily become part of the data report.
• RUGGED CONSTRUCTION
The custom, cast aluminum case offers rugged environmental protection
from electromagnetic interference and environmental contaminants.
• AUTO RE·BOOT MECHANISM
The EasyLogger IS equipped with an automatic sell·starting feature.
User·dehned programming setups reliably keep the field unillegging in
the event of environmentally driven interrupts.
Note: This feature requires a Flash EPROM OSP.
• ON·BOARD APPLICATION SETUPS
The operating system contains sensor conversion formulae for
calculating growing degree days. chill units, cooling and heating degree
days, wind-chill temperature, flow rate based on stage readings, and
thermIstor and thermocouple (types T and K) conversion. Wind statistics







E5-020 RM Young Wind Vane
& 3 Cup Anenometer
AM YOUNG WIND SENTRY. Professional quality at a
moderate price. Measures wind speed on frequency
counter 33 and wind direction on analog channel.
Cable Length: 50 It.
~: 1.1 to 112 mph
RM YOUNG WIND MONITOR·AQ. Same as ES-Ol0 with
greater sensitivity. Meets several EPA requirements for
air quality. Measures wind speed on frequency counter 33
and wind direction on analog channel.




eS-Ol0 RM YOUNG WIND MONITOR. Measures wind speed on
frequency counter 33 and wind direction on analog
channel. Sealed bearings make this sensor suitable for
maritime environments.
Cable Length: 50 ft.
~: 5to 135 mph
AM YOUNG WIND VANE & 3 CUP ANENOMETEA.
Designed for durability with a minimal sacrifice in·
sensitivity. Analog channel inpul.
Cable Length: 50 It.






ES-170 WEATHERTAONICS TIPPING BUCKET RAIN GAUGE
Measures rainfall volume and/or intensity. Switch closure
sensor. Corrosion resistant. manufactvred of anodized
aluminum and stainless steel. Mercury-wened reed switch
prevents arcing; mesh screens prevent insect and foreign
material entry. Built·in level and pre-drilled feet lor ease 01
installation.
Cable Length: 50 ft.
Accuracy' 1.0"10 at rates 01 l' to 3" per hour
Calibration: .01' or 1mm. (specify)





Model Number ES-01 0 for
use with the Easy Logger-
Recording System
Description
The ES·010 monitors wind speed and direction.
Rotation of the propeller produces an AC sine wave
. voltage signal with frequency directly proportional to
wind speed. The AC voltage signal is induced in a
centrally mounted coil by a six pole magnet mounted
on the propeller shaft. The coil is located on the
non-rotating central portion of the main mounting
assembly, eliminating the need for slip rings and
bushings.
Vane P9sition is transmitted through a coupling to a
precision potentiometer located in a sealed chamber
in the center of the main housing just below the wind
speed transducer coil. With a constant voltage
applied. the output of the potentiometer is propor-
tional to wind speed.
The instrument mounts on standard one-inch pipe.
Applications
Used for meteorological studies. irrigation and
pesticide scheduling. and wind energy assessments.
Features
This sensor was designed to withstand use around
salt water and spray. The body and external parts of
the sensor are made of corrosion resistant U.V.
stabilized plastic. Slip rings and bushings have been
eliminated resulting in improved reliability and lower
maintenance costs. The bearings for the propeller
and vertical shaft are precision grade stainless steel.
When properly grounded, the ZapNot interface
helps protect the sensor and the Easy Logger field
unit from lightning strikes.
SEP 1 21991
Specifications DARBY &. ASSOC1ATES
Excitation required:
wind vane: 5-15 volt DC regulated for the precision
potentiometer
Sensor output:
wind direction: 0 to 5 volt DC
wind speed: frequencies 0 to 457 hz. correspond-
ing to 0 to 100 mph (161 km)
Sensor range:
azimuth of 0 to 355 degrees (5 degrees dead
band); wind speeds of 0 to 134 mph (216 km)
Sensor response:
threshold sensitivity of propeller: 1.3 mph (2.09 km)
distance constant: 8.9 feet (2.67 m)




50 feet (15 m)
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EasyLogger11l 80~~OO SENSORS
ITemperature & Relative Humidity'
MODEL NUMBER
ES-060·SW TEMPERATURE PROBE. Thermistor is installed In a
stainless steel casing Probe IS attached to a cable
suitable tor soil. air or water
Cable Length Specily (uses cable OA·197)
Accuracy +/·0.25 degrees C
+/. 0.5 degrees F
TIme Constant" Still Air 200 seconds
Still Water 15 seconds
EA·130V Solar Radiation
Shield
PHYSCHEM TEMPERATURE & RELA TIVE HUMIDITY
SENSOR Features sullanated polystyrene RH sensing
element. Analog channel input.
Cable Length 10 ft. (uses cable OA·198)
Additional length available .






REPLACEMENT ELEMENT FOR ES·l10
REPLACEMENT WIRE MESH FOR ES·l10
VAISALA TEMPERATURE & RELATIVE HUMIDITY
PROBE. Features thin film capaCItive RH sensing
element. 5 year life expectancy: can be calibrated.
Analog channel input.
Cable Length: 10 It. (uses cable OA·198)
Additional length available
~ ·40 to 80 degrees C. 0 to 100% relatrve humidity
SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD tor ES·110
• Physchem temperarure and RH sensor.




EA· 130T SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD for ES·060
thermistor temperature probe
EA·130V SOLAR RADIATION SHIELD tor ES·120
Vaisala temperarure and RH probe.
Features narurally aspirated multi·plate
housing.
ES-120 Vaisala Temp &
Relative Humidity
Probe
ES-110 Temp & Relative
Humidity Sensor
33




















i Meteorological Tower "&"E'j1'cTos"Li"re Ac-cessor'ies '!; ' '_'" ._ __. .._ _._.__ __.._._. .. _._.._.J
MODEL NUMBER
EA·136 METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION TOWER
Includes collapsible tripod. WInd mast "ghtning rod. and
grounding assembly. Three meters high; adjustable.
~
j EA-134 GUYING KIT for securing the EA-136 met. tower.,
-:- .~~
FEEL STEEL FIELD ENCLOSURE tor the
Easy Logger 800 series. Meets NEMA type 4
requirements. Protects against dust. lint. seepage.
external condensation. and spraying of water. oil. or
coolant.
EA-9SFE STEEL FIELD ENCLOSURE for EasyLogger
900 Series.
FELM OPTIONAL LOCK for FEEL and EA-9SFE field
4'
enclosures
Note: Field enclosures come equipped with a simple
. , tumbler lock and key The FELM prOVIdes added'., secunty lor the field enclosure
It FEA·P POLE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY for steellield enclosure
!: (FEEL lor 800 Series; EA·9SFE for 900 Series)
FEA·H HUBBLE CONNECTOR lor weathenight sensor
connoclion INote: Our hold enclosure Will
accommodate up to 7 Hubble connectors TYPically. a
Hubble connector is needed for cach wire coming into
the enclosure. unless the wires are quite small. Your
Omnidata representative can prOVide further aSSIstance
in helping you determine your equipment needs. if
desired.I
EA-12S WOODEN INSTRUMENT SHELTER
Dimensions are 12-1/2" wide x 13" deep x 25" high
FEA-SZ SIGNAL LINE ZAPNOr" for protection against lightning
and transient voltage surges.
FEA-PZ POWER LINE ZAPNOT lor protection agalOst IightOing
and transient voltage surges.
FEA-l1 11 PLACE ZAPNOT BUS TRACK MOUNTING
ASSEMBLY for mounting of up to 10 ZapNots.
FEA-15 15 PLACE ZAPNOT BUS TRACK MOUNTING
1 ASSEMBLY for mounting 01 up to 14 ZapNolS.
i
L ER-190 REPLACEMENT FUSE FOR FEA·SZ
ER·195 REPLACEMENT FUSE FOR FEA·PZ
EA·132 PYRANOMETER MOUNTING PLATFORM for mounting
one or two ES-220 or ES·250 solar radlauon sensors
:.
Bustrack Mounting Assembly
With 3 ZapNots Installed
31
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'Model No. Description !.lJL ~
,
I
E5-010 RM Young Wtnd Monitor 1 1-112 I
E5-020 RM Young Vane / Anemometer 1 1·112 II
e5-040 RM Young Wtnd sentry 1 '1-112 I
e5-0SO RM Young Monitor-AQ 1 '-112 "!
e5-060SW Temperature Probe 1/2 , !
e5-1'O Physchem Temp. & AH 1 '-112
E5-120 Vaisala Temp. & RH 1 '-1/2
e5-160 Sierra Misco Ram Gauge 1 0
E5-170 WeatherlTonics Rain Gauge 1 0
e5-210 Weathertronics Pyranometer 1 0
E5-220 L1-COR Quanwm Sensor 1 . ,0,
,e5-230 LI-COR Pyranometer 1 .. -,.0:'0':'
E5-260 8ecI(man Soil Moisture Block 1/2 ,"1·::' .
e5-270 Watermark Soil Moisture Block 1/2 1
e5-S10C Float & Pulley w/Cabte :112 1
. e5-S10T Float & Pulley wlTape 1/2 1
E5-90XX Omnidata 9000 Senes Pressure Transducer 1 1
E5-360 Druck Pressure Transducer 1 1
E5-460 Leaf Wetness Seflsor 1/2 1
" E5-470 Barometric Prassure Soosor 1/2 L
I
' EA·1SO 5 Watt Solar Panel 0 ',:,
,: EA-l55 10 Watt Solar Panel 0 .L
" Each ZapNot has two sensor wire terminals. In configurations where a sensor uses only one terminal ot a
ZapNot (designated as "1/2" on the above chatl). the unused terminal may be used by another sensor
requiring only one terminal of the same type of ZapNot [Signal or Power], (For example. an ES·260 Soil
Moisture Block and an ES-460 Leaf Wetness Sensor can share a Signal Line ZapNol.) To delermine the
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EasyLoggerTM 900 Series
10------ data recording system price list














Extra 2 Wire Conductor Cable
.35 per foot plus set-up fee
Cable for ES-060·SW
.50 per foot plus set-up fee
Extra 5 Wire Conductor Cable
.40 per foot plus set-up fee
Extra 3 Wire Conductor Cable









Water LePel, Pressure & FloUJ
ES·90XX Pressure Transducer with
DryerBox Ispeclfy psI)
ES-92XX Pressure Transducer W1th
DryerBox and 200' Reel
ES·95XX Pressure Transducer with
DryerBox and Reel 775.00
OA·200 6 Wire Conductor Vent Cable 1.75
ER-DB·l Replacement DryerBox for
ES·92XX and ES·95XX








Druck Desiccant Capsules 43.90
DrycrBoxTM Purge Chamber 99.90
Float & Pulley with Beaded Cable
and Counterweight 395.90
ES-310T Float & Pulley W1th Perforated Tape
and Counterweight 395.90
Leqf Wetness
ES·460 Leaf Wetness Sensor
SoU MoLsture
















Yourjleld sales representative can
provide you wlthfurther information.




ES-060-SW Temperature Probe for 45.00
Soil & Water (does not Include cable)
OA·197 Cable for ES·060·SW
(specify 10.25.50.or 100 fll cost 1ft. .50
ES·l10 Physchem Temperature &
Relative Humidity Sensor 209.90
ER-170 RH Replacement Element 111.90
ER·175 RH Replacement Wire Mesh 45.90
ES·120 VaJ.sala Temperature & RH Probe 500.90
EA·130 Solar Radiation Shleld·ES·IIO 150.00
EA·13OT Solar Radiation Shleld·ES-060-SWI65.00
EA·130V Solar Radiation Shield for ES·120 165.00
Solar Rad£atL.on
ES·210 Star PyTanometer
ES·220 LI·Cor Quantum Sensor
ES·230 LI·Cor Pyranometer
Barometric ~ssure
ES-470 Barometric Pressure Sensor
Wind Speed & DirectL.on
ES·OIO RM Young Wind MonItor
ES·020 RM Young Wind Vane & 3 Cup
Anemometer
ES·040 RM Young Wind Sentry Set
ES·050 RM Young Wind Monltor·AQ
ER·ICW Replacement Cups for ES·040
Prec£pUatL.on
ES·160 Sierra M1sco Tipping Bucket
Rain Gauge
ES·170 Weathertronlcs Tipping Bucket
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All prices are Usted In
u.s. dollars
Effectlve: July 1. 1991
Updated: Aug. 1. 1991
Model No. Product Description Model No. Product Description
EasyLogger Models
EL·924·32 Field Unit w /32K memory S1.300.00
(does not Include battery holder)
EL·924·128 Field Unit wll28K memory $1.360.00
(does not tnclude battery holder)
EL·925·32 Field Unit w/32K memory 81.450.00
(tnc1udes battery holder)
EL·925-128 Field Unlt w/l28K memory 81.510.00
(Includes battery holder)
Power OptIons
EA·120 Set of 8 'D' AalkaJlne Batteries 11.90
RF·BAT 12V 15 AH GeI·CeIl Battery 108.00
RF·BCH I 10V AC Battery Recharger 84.90
EA·150 5 Watt Solar Panel 155.00
EA·155 10 Watt Solar Panel 245.00







MIscellaneous & Replacement Accessories
EL·9MAN Field Unlt Manual
(replacement copy)
EA·PC·6 EasyLogger to Polycorder Cable
(replacement)
ER-120 Replacement Batteries
(Set of 8 "0" Alkallne)
Desiccant Capsules
Desiccant Packs











EM·9064 64K Flash EPROM OSP
EM-9128 128K Flash EPROM OSP
EM·9256 256K Flash EPROM DSP
. EM·9512 512K Flash EPRM DSP
EL·910US Optional Reader for OSP's
(lIOVAC)
EL·910EU Optional Reader for DSP's
(220VAC)
Communlcatfons Options
EA·601 Polycorde~600 Series wlth I. I 75.00
64K memory (Includes terminal
emulation sonware,EA·PC·6 cable)
_pedal pricing 790.00
·(Applles only when terminal ts purchued with
field unit)
EA·909 RS-232C Cable wlth Rln~ Button 50.00
EA·22S 25 PIN Male to 9 PIN Female Arlnptor 8.00
ESW·I 17 EasyTools Software 295.00
EA·220 CrossTalk® Software 149.90
















Meteorological Tower and Enclosure
Accessories
EA· I 36 Meteorological InstrumentaUon
Tower
EA·134 GUying KH for EA·136
EA·9SFE Rittal Field Enclosure
FELM Safety Lock for Field Enclosure
FEA·P Pole Mounting Assembly
FEA·H Hubble Connector
EA·125 Wooden Instrument Shelter
FEA·SZ Signal Line ZapNot
FEA·PZ Power Line ZapNot
ER· I 90 ZapNot Replacement Fuse
ER·195 ZapNot Replacement Fuse
FEA· I I I I Place Bus Track
FEA·IS 15 Place Bus Track
EA·132 Pyrnnomclcr Mounting Platform






EL·90 1 Standard STP
EL·901·S STP with Surge Protection
EL·90}·T STP With Thennocouples
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f: •
RECOMMENDED INTERNAL CENTRAL SITE PACKAGE







(price does not include antenna, coax cable, tripod or
tower, or installation)
For transmitting from or receiving to a centrally located
site where the radio & modern will be located near the
computer.
Model No. Description ~E~n~g~.~P~a~r~t~N~o~.~1~-_4~c~o~d=e~
RF-FE RITTAL ENCLOSURE 9106.07 136.20
RF-BAT 12V 15AH BATTERY 5102.30 108.00
RF-BKT BATTERY BRACKET 5102.41 10.90
RF-BCH AC BATTERY CHARGER 5102.35 84.90
RF-CA5 MODEM/ENCLOSURE CABLE 5102.23 35.90
RF-CMP MOUNT PLATE W/COMPNTS 5102.50 385.00
RF-200 Packet Modem 5102.05
RF-CAI Modem/Transceiver/Battery Cable 5102.20
RF-PLT Mounting Plate for RF-FE 5102.40
RF-MAN INSTALLATION GUIDE 2901.00
RF-SWI INITIALIZATION FILES 5102.60
RF-SW2 XTALK SOFTWARE 3123.00
RF-100.XXXTRANSCEIVER 5102.XX
RF-LOAD TRANSMITTER LOAD 5102.01
RF-CA3 50 FT RS-232 POWER CABLE 5102.22















Met Tripod or Tower.
omnidirectional or YAGI antenna from the RF Antenna
List. To determine the correct antenna you will need
to know what type of terrain, general weather
conditions, and how far apart the sites will be located
from each other. UHF vs VHF is determined by the
frequency that the transceiver will be using.
Determine the length of coaxial cable needed to connect
the RF antenna to the TRANSCEIVER. Select the correct
type of cable from the Coaxial Cable List.
* The appropriate model of TRANSCEIVER RF-100.xxx will need to
be determined. Contact omnidata, when the order is ready to
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RECOMMENDED EXTERNAL CENTRAL SITE PACKAGE
APPROXIMATE PRICE FOR THE PACKAGE $1,700.00
(price does not include antenna, coax cable, tripod or
tower, or installation)
For transmitting from or receiving to a centrally located
site where the RF-FE enclosure will be located outside the
building, away from the computer.
Model No. DescriptioD _E~n~gu.~P~aur~t~N~o~.__1_-~4~C~o~d~e
RF-FE RITTAL ENCLOSURE 9106.07 136.20
RF-BAT 12V 15AH BATTERY 5102.30 108.00
RF-BKT BATTERY BRACKET 5102.41 10.90
EA-155 10 WATT SOLAR PANEL W/REGULATOR 1?1??? 245.00
RF-CA5 MODEM/ENCLOSURE CABLE 5102.23 35.90
FR-CMP MOUNT PLATE W/COMPNTS 5102.50 385.00
RF-200 Packet Modem 5102.05
RF-CA1 Modem/Transceiver/Battery Cable 5102.20
RF-PLT Mounting Plate for RF-FE 5102.40
RF-MAN INSTALLATION GUIDE 2901.00
RF-SW1 INITIALIZATION FILES 5102.60
RF-SW2 XTALK SOFTWARE 3123.00
RF-100.XXXTRANSCElVER 5102.XX
RF-LOAD TRANSMITTER LOAD 5102.01
RF-CA4 100 FT RS-232 POWER CABLE 5102.24










*Additional items that may be needed to complete site set-up
1. Met Tripod or Tower.
2.
3 •
Omnidirectional or YAGI antenna from the RF Antenna
List. To determine the correct antenna you will need
to know what type of terrain, general weather
conditions, and how far apart the sites will be located
from each other. UHF vs VHF is determined by the
frequency that the transceiver will be using.
Determine the length of coaxial cable needed to connect
the RF antenna to the TRANSCEIVER. Select the correct
type of cable from the Coaxial Cable List.
* The appropriate model of TRANSCEIVER RF-100.xxx will need to
be determined. Contact Omnidata, when the order is ready to
be boOKed. This detail will be finalized.
ATTACHMENT 5 (16 of 21 )
RECOMMENDED REPEATER SITE PACKAGE
APPROXIMATE PRICE FOR THE PACKAGE $1,690.00
(price does nQt include antenna, coax cable, tripod Qr
tower, or installation)
Acts as an intermediate site tQ connect one site to another
site where direct line of site is not pQssible between two
sites. No data recording or monitQring capabilities are
available with this package.











MQdel NQ. DescriptiQn ~E~n~g~!~P~aur~t~N~Q~.__1_-~4~C~Q~d~e
RF-FE RITTAL ENCLOSURE 9106.07 136.20
RF-BAT 12V 15AH BATTERY 5102.30 108.00
RF-BKT BATTERY BRACKET 5102.41 10.90
EA-155 10 WATT SOLAR PANEL WI REGULATOR ?????? 245.00
FR-CMP MOUNT PLATE W/COMPNTS 5102.50 385.00
RF-200 Packet Modem· 5102.05
RF-CA1 MQdem/Transceiver/Battery Cable 5102.20
RF-PLT Mounting Plate for RF-FE 5102.40
RF-100.XXXTRANSCEIVER 5102.XX
RF-CA6 TRANSCEIVER/ANTENNA CABLE ??????
RF-LOAD TRANSMITTER LOAD 5102.01
RF-CA6
RF-CA7
*Additional items that may be needed to complete site set-up
1.
2.
Met Tripod or Tower.
omnidirectional or YAGI antenna from the RF Antenna
List. To determine the correct antenna you will need
to know what type of terrain, general weather
conditiQns, and how far apart the sites will be located
from each other. UHF vs VHF is determined by the
frequency that the transceiver will be using.
- .. -' 3. Determine the length of cQaxial cable needed to connect
the RF antenna to the TRANSCEIVER. Select the correct
type of cable from the Coaxial Cable List.
* The apprQpriate model Qf TRANSCEIVER RF-IOO.xxx will need to
be determined. CQntact omnidata, when the order is ready to
be booked. This detail will be finalized.
•
ATTACHMENT 5 (17 of 21)
RECOMMENDED FIELD/LOGGER SITE PACKAGE
APPROXIMATE PRICE FOR THE PACKAGE $1,710.00
750.00
9.90
(price does not include antenna, coax cable, tripod or.
tower, or installation) ,1 ~ i 3/...t.~71 ( /-" ·j-; ...... I ~~."'1:; )
Acts as a data monitoring and collection site with the
capability to relay information back to a central site
directly or through another field/logger site or repeater
site. Can also perform the same functions as a repeater
site.
Model No. Description ~Ewn~gu,~P~aur~t~N~o~._1~-~4_C~o~d¥e
RF-FE RITTAL ENCLOSURE 9106.07 136.20
RF-BAT 12V 15AH BATTERY 5102.30 108.00
RF-BKT BATTERY BRACKET 5102.41 10.90
EA-155 10 WATT SOLAR PANEL W/ REGULATOR ???? ?"? 245.00
RF-CA2 MODEM/LOGGER CABLE 5102.21 40.90
FR-CMP MOUNT PLATE W/COMPNTS 5102.50 385.00
RF-200 Packet Modem 5102.05
RF-CA1 Modem/Transceiver/Battery Cable 5102.20
RF-PLT Mounting Plate for RF-FE 5102.40
RF-100.XXXTRANSCEIVER 5102.XX
RF-LOAD TRANSMITTER LOAD 5102.01










*Additional item; that may be needed to complete site set-up
1. Met Tripod or Tower.
2. omnidirectional or YAGI antenna from the RF Antenna
List. To determine the correct antenna you will need
to know what type of terrain, general weather
conditions, and how far apart the sites will be located
from each other. UHF vs VHF is determined by the
frequency that the transceiver will be using.
3.
4.
Determine the length of coaxial cable needed to connect
the RF antenna to the TRANSCEIVER. Select the correct
type of cable from the Coaxial Cable List.
Select appropriate sensors and accessories for the
logger.
* The appropriate model of TRANSCEIVER RF-100.xxx will need to
be determined. Contact omnidata, when the order is ready to
be booked. This detail will be finalized.
......- _.- -------
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BF Antenna List - UHF
UHF SYSTEMS
(For frequencies of 450 MHZ-470MHZ)
* Light duty antennas should be used where weather conditions
are not extreme.
* Heavy duty antennas should be used where weather conditions
are extreme, high winds, ice storms, heavy snow storms, etc.
* Must order RF-CA6 TransceiverjUHF Antenna cable $20.00 with
these antennas.
Internal/External Central siteS
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(Frequency Required) (UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 5db Gain omni-direct Fiberglass $155.00
Maxrad Mounting Bracket 30.00
DALSY CHAIN SYSTEM
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(Frequency Required) (UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 5db Gain Omni-direct Fiberglass $155.00




HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Telewave 6db Gain omni-direct Fiberglass
Repeater -Field/Logger Sites
HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Telewave 6db Gain Omni-direct Fiberglass
SPOKE SYSTEM
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 9.2db 5 Element Yagi
HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)








RF Antenna List - VHF
VHF SYSTEMS
(For frequencies of 150 MHZ-174 MHZ)
* Light duty antennas should be used where weather conditions
are not extreme.
* Heavy duty antennas should be used where weather conditions
are extreme, high winds, ice storms, heavy snow storms, etc.
* Must order RF-cA7 TransceiverjVHF Antenna cable $20.00 with
any of these antennas.
Internal/External Central Site
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(Frequency Required) (UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 3db Gain omni-direct Fiberglass $190.00
Maxrad Mounting Bracket 30.00
HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Telewave 6db Gain omni-direct Fiberglass
Repeater -FieldfLogger site
DAISY CHAIN SYSTEM
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(Frequency Required) (UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 3db Gain Dmni-direct Fiberglass $190.00




HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Telewave 6db Gain omni-direct Fiberglass
SPOKE SYSTEM
LIGHT DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)
Maxrad 10.2db 6 Element Yagi
HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA(UPS Shippable)




(YAGI Antenna @ Field/Logger Site)
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DAISY CHAIN SYSTEM ....
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.' .•.' ..••• (Omnidirectional Antenna @





(YAGI Antenna @Central and
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Coaxial Cable List
UNDER 100 FEET(UPS Shippable)
COAX-RG-XX IntI. Wire RG-58/U Foam Extra-Flex Cable
$0.85 per foot + $25.00
(replace XX with cable length)
OVER 100 FEET(UPS Shippable up to 300 Feet)
COAX-CW-XXX Celwave 1/2" Hardline Cable
$2.30 per foot + $90.00
(replace XXX with cable length)

























Easy Logger Base Unit with 128k Ram
EPROM 512K (2 Required)
Meteorological Instrument Tripod
900 Series Rittal Steel Field Enclosure
Pole Mount Assembly




Sensor Terminal Packs with Surge
Protection
IO-Watt Solar Panel Recharger
Rechargable Battery
Hubble Connector Assembly x3
Option 1: Total Base System
Using Existing SLM's
Preamplifier (inc. Heater, Rain Hat,
Windscreen)
Option 2: Total Base System Using




















REQUIRED ITEMS FOR DATA RETRIEVAL








512k EPROM (Additional Unit)
Reader for EPROMS





Option 4: COMPUTER DUMP
$ 1,370.00
* Item available from Larson Davis International Inc.













Procomm Plus Comm Software
Cassette Recorder
Cassette Recorder, Voice Clock,
Cables
VCR, Voltage Invertor













A ~t6ndard VHS cassette can record in real time (2
huurs) up to 460 time lapsed hours, as well 8S "one--
shot" recording. The TC3920 produces high q~8'ity
pictures wIth a horizontal resolution of up to 3$0 lines
black and white. and 240 lines color In all reoordlng
Rpeeds.
Designed for security, the TC3920 has Alarm-only
Recording that starts the recorder when an alarm Is
actIvated, and Alarm Command Speedup thM auto-
malic.;ally changes an extended recordlnQ to the 2 or
'2 hour speed. In both modes, an alarm light on the
front panel indicates that an alarm has been actJvJlted.
Omer special features Include bullt·ln data generation
which records time, date, alarm siQnal., anq other
valuable infol/11I:ltlon. High speed Video Scan allows
I()r fast searchIng for 8reas of Interest. Still Field
Playback stops the tape for close observation 01 one
picture, The Program Timer starts and stops the
recording anytime in a 24-hour periOd. AudiO reooJd-
ing is possible in the Z and 12 hour recording speeds.
From one-camera survtlillance to the most complex
,ecurlty &y,tem, or for a vanely of other time lapse
applications. the TC3920 provides the system cepa·
bllity. quality, and ease of operation needed for long-
lasting and reliable time lapse video recording_
Model: TC3920
r!~8 He A f '. a COfT1pact easy-la-operate lime
- ·,.I~U (~\.. :1 "'r,ls VCR records camera sur-
· ~i " -.,:,e on CUI1IlIl~' .' at 10 toucn-selectable speeds,
• Ten Record and Playback Speeds
• Mlcroprur.;essor-Based
• Easy·lo·Use
• Tlme-ot-Alarm Memory and R('call
• Stili Field and
Fleld·Advance Playback




'. "Alarm Only" Recording
• End-ot-Tape Automatic Rewind
• Twenty·Four Hour Memory
Protection
• Usable Audio at 2 & 12 Hour Speeds
• r'!'ogram Timer
• On-Screen Recording Data
• High Speed Visual Search
• Electronic Security Lockout





ATTACHMENT 7 (2 of 2).ia20 _
Speclfication$
Tap. C••••tt. St.ndllrd 112" VHE:.
Vl6eo Reoordlng 'v.'am:
Rotary I le.d. - 2. HoliCal oean.
Luminnr'lc. - FM r.cr..rr:llr'lq.
CvhJr - C"n~.nod sUb"brr'lH. dir.et r8corCIir'l9·
Selectabl_ Spnd, (A.cord'. . • P'.ybackl 2. 12. 2", .. e. 7~.
101V. HlS. 240, 360. lind c&O "vu,~t'filll VK2~0 IT-120) NTGC 'ape.
AI$O l-Ihot .t 0 tioldll/oommand.
High Ip..d Video kan ;).~ lC 2-l'lOur Ip••d
Aewlndt'.,' I'orw.,d Tim... min. (lvo.
Alarm Command (Aemote Contact Clo,ur.)
From eiltler t/"te Aef;ordil"\1 Of SlOP moo"
, Inl"aleUfll"ctable recording r/llo 01 600' , 0 field5!5ec. (2 or 12 .
hr. rale) 'or hUI documentation during ala,ms.
2. Tur,., on LED Alarm In(llcator anO "Alarm-.On" OUlpUI until
mall", ,II y r••• l. .
3. Store. t". data and tlmeol up to 3111I1f"' \;lInii, 0'; f"rla'tr recill
("1 I lUI 2).
... Inserts Alllrm·COdO in on'5creen di&plitY Ivr ell::OY IOCtlilon
durlno lalftr vis\JIII ,,,arch (Itle colons in 11"\. 11m. display lire
ohanged 10 SIlIr5 I·e. 08:20:3.5 becomes 06*20*351.
'Ttle IwhlCltllJ ilia, In r.cording ~peed elln b. progrDmmed 10
continue for a periOd 01 0.0, I. a. ur 15 ,,,j"utell or until contact ia
reopened. TIlII ftJCUIUl1r ....lIt I n r.turn to I/'Ie prev10ualy ..tab-
IIlnoO reeordiny IPtltJU VI IQ I Stop modo II initiated 1rom the
$IOp mod•.
Video;
$19nal Formal - ~IA $tilndiinJ. 525 Ii"." 60 flellii-,.e.
NTSC Color·Morloenrom. AUlolelectlon.
Inpul .. 1.0 V pop. 7~ ohms. ullb\jhlllc.:~".
OUlput- '.0 V pop. '5 ohms. unbalQMod.
Horizontcn Retollilion:
Monochromo up 10 360 fin••.
Color - 240 lines.
GignaHo-Noi.. Bottor ttl,," .0 dB.
Avdlo:
Input.
Microphone - -615 utl,,'. tlUU on"" unbalaneed.
Line - -20 dBm, 50 I< ohm.
Output - - 10 dBm. GOO uh,,,. ,moe••n.:.ed.
ResponM - L 3 delli, 100 H~ to 10 kHt (2 hr. speed).
.'.
AlIlf~clllO.llon, $ubject to o"eng. without nollo•.
DalelTlm./R~ordln\JData aenerator:
Time/Memory Powor-Lo.. 8«ckl.'p - ~.. houre minimum.
On-SCn"n Oi,play Sel.ctlon - I'ull. Partial. Non••
·THESE ITEMS ARE NOT~ IN THE 'ARTIAL DI.-uV MOO'
{ALL ITIMI ARE NOT IHOWN IN THI H<>DIIPl.AY MOOtl
Connector.:
Video '1'1 - BNe.
. Video Out - BNe.
Mlcrop.nono In - 1/4" phon. jack.
Audio Lino In - nOA phono Jlck.
AU(JIO I.ln. Oul - RCA IJlluflU jalik.
AI,rm Command In - Terminal Strip.
"Alarm On" SIQnal Out - Termlna' Strip.
"RacordlnQ On .. Slinel Out - TerminI' Strip.
On.-Snol Command In - Mini phono.
supply Voh.g, 120 v. 00 Hz (loa 10132 V).
Power:
Record/Play - .40 watt•.
Slopped - 26 watt•.
, Dlm.n.lon, 43.15 WX3<4.0 0 X12.7 Hom (17.1 x 13.4x 4iVll'lch..).
Wel\Jht 8.0 I\g (1 e Ibtl.
O~r.ttn8 T.m~r.tu,.. 61040- C (41 10 1()4° n
•T,.~.nU.~"It.1 • t;"';l'~~f,,.'J ~"l'r~'('1 Hl":9ISt'.'J_I' I ."'orm,Ul..,,., t,""I,,, ..<I tty "'CA '.O_"Y"._) Iv V. .1.;'~VI.t•••~'" ftll'IiItH•. )040..,.\1" nore'P'OMMbltlty.e ...urrt+d by ,.QA t.,".....:rtO, ...... ny .nfri'.'lJ .. ,,.. ... ,~ .:.' r'.'t"'n,'1 .." v,,,.., '"~"n 0' ,,, ,~ t"f1ln wr.i:", ,n • ." '.,vlt ',nm 11, II" "'10 tic.nt' it "tn,.", b." ln1pllc.tlon or ot".rwl,. U,,", Iny p...."t 0' , ....... "0"" 04 "CA.
RCA C·",;~... rj·Ci((;uil Video EquipmOnl. New Holland Ave.. LancaSler, " ... t 7604-3 140 U.S.A.
Super.~e.5-80 Prlnt.o In·U.a.....~..
Toano
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BUDGET REPORT
